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In this study, we have shown the potential of a voxel-based

analysis for imaging amyloid plaques and its utility

in monitoring therapeutic response in Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) mice using manganese oxide nanoparticles

conjugated with an antibody of Ab1-40 peptide

(HMON-abAb40). T1-weighted MR brain images of a

drug-treated AD group (n = 7), a nontreated AD group

(n = 7), and a wild-type group (n = 7) were acquired using a

7.0 T MRI system before (D – 1), 24-h (D + 1) after, and 72-h

(D + 3) after injection with an HMON-abAb40 contrast

agent. For the treatment of AD mice, DAPT was injected

intramuscularly into AD transgenic mice (50 mg/kg of body

weight). For voxel-based analysis, the skull-stripped

mouse brain images were spatially normalized, and these

voxels’ intensities were corrected to reduce voxel intensity

differences across scans in different mice. Statistical

analysis showed higher normalized MR signal intensity

in the frontal cortex and hippocampus of AD mice over

wild-type mice on D + 1 and D + 3 (P < 0.01, uncorrected

for multiple comparisons). After the treatment of AD mice,

the normalized MR signal intensity in the frontal cortex and

hippocampus decreased significantly in comparison with

nontreated AD mice on D + 1 and

D + 3 (P < 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

These results were confirmed by histological analysis

using a thioflavin staining. This unique strategy allows us to

detect brain regions that are subjected to amyloid plaque

deposition and has the potential for human applications in

monitoring therapeutic response for drug development in

AD. NeuroReport 25:211–218 �c 2014 Wolters Kluwer

Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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Introduction
The extracellular accumulation of amyloid b (Ab)

peptides is one of the pathological causes of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) [1]. According to the amyloid cascade

hypothesis, Ab aggregation with amyloid plaques is the

central event, ultimately leading to the formation of

neurofibrillary tangles, cortical atrophy, and demen-

tia [2,3]. Advanced research has led to therapeutic

approaches for AD aimed at decreasing amyloid plaques

using inhibitors of Ab aggregation [4,5]. Despite im-

mense efforts to develop therapeutics to treat AD, among

the few candidates that have been suggested in phase I

trials [6], none have been successful in being approved

for the treatment of AD as of yet. Most recent studies

have tested the efficacy of antibiotic drug treatments to

stop or slow progression to AD in patients with mid-stage

cognitive impairment, but there have been no proven

treatments for mild cognitive impairment [7,8].

To assess treatment response for AD, histological analysis

is carried out routinely to examine patterns of amyloid

plaques and compare drug-treated and nontreated groups

in clinical and preclinical studies [5,6]. These assessment

approaches can take extensively long times to advance

drug development in AD because of the inherent nature

of postmortem analysis especially in clinical trials. Thus,

imaging technology for detection of amyloid plaques

in vivo is urgently needed for effective and rapid drug

development in AD.

Recent advanced imaging technology using MRI has

turned amyloid plaque imaging in AD into a rapidly

evolving field in neuroimaging for clinical and preclinical

research [9–14]. Previous researchers have developed

MRI techniques to detect amyloid plaques in vivo
without using contrast agents based on intrinsic T2 or

T2* contrast because of iron deposits from amyloid

plaques [9–11]. Several groups have combined MRI
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techniques with molecular imaging techniques to identify

amyloid plaques in vivo using contrast agents conjugated

to amyloid targeting ligands [12,13].

In our previous work, we showed that hollow manganese

oxide nanoparticles conjugated to antibodies of the Ab40

peptide (HMON-abAb40) accumulated and bound suc-

cessfully to amyloid plaques, appearing as a hyperenhanced

signal on T1-weighted MR images [14]. In the continuing

work of this report, we propose a voxel-based analysis of

HMON-abAb40-enhanced MR images not only for detect-

ing amyloid plaques but also for monitoring therapeutic

response in AD transgenic mice. We hypothesize that a

higher MR signal intensity is observed in amyloid plaque

deposits and response to therapeutics can be monitored by

a reduction in MR signal intensity enhancement. We tested

our proposed voxel-based method using wild-type (WT),

AD, and drug-treated AD mice.

Methods
Animals

APP/PS1 transgenic mice (female, n = 14) and nontrans-

genic littermates (female, n = 7) were used for this study,

APP/PS1 transgenic mice being divided into two groups: a

drug-treated group (female, n = 7) and an untreated

control group (female, n = 7). Eight-week-old APP/PS1

transgenic mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory

(stock #004462; Bar Harbor, Maine, USA). These mice

were maintained as double hemizygotes by crossing

them with WT individuals from a C57BL/6J F1 back-

ground strain (Jackson Laboratory). Offspring were

genotyped for the presence of the transgene by PCR

amplification of genomic DNA extracted from tail

biopsies. Because mice were needed for in-vivo amyloid

plaque imaging using MRI around 1 year of age, they were

housed in a specific pathogen-free animal facility with

free access to food and water for about 13 months. All

animal work was carried out according to a protocol

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of an Association for Assessment and

Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International

accredited facility and abided by the Institute of

Laboratory Animal Resources guide.

DAPT (N-[N-(3,5-difluorophenacetyl)-L-alanyl]-S-phe-

nyl glycine t-butyl ester) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,

Missouri, USA), used widely in the study using AD mice

as a therapeutic drug compound, is a g-secretase inhibitor

used to decrease the production of Ab [5]. For the

treatment of AD mice, DAPT was prepared as a

suspension in a vehicle [10% absolute ethyl alcohol

(v/v), and 90% corn oil] for intramuscular injection to rats.

In the drug-treated group (n = 7), rats were treated daily

with DAPT with a dose of 50 mg/kg (1.5 mg/0.2 ml) of

body weight. MRI experiments were conducted 3 h after

an intramuscular injection of DAPT.

Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition

For MRI experiments, mice were placed under anesthesia

with 1–2% isoflurane in a mixture of O2 and N2 gases

(3 : 7) delivered to a nosecone for spontaneous respira-

tion. The body temperature was maintained at 361C±1

using a heating pad while monitoring mouse physiology.

MRI data were obtained using a 7.0 T MRI scanner

equipped with 400-mT/m actively shielded gradients

with 100-ms rise times (Bruker Biospin GmbH, Ettlingen,

Germany). A birdcage coil (72 mm i.d.) (Bruker Biospin,

Fallanden, Switzerland) was used for excitation and an

actively decoupled phased array coil was used for

receiving the signal. MR images were obtained using a

three-dimensional rapid acquisition with a relaxation

enhancement sequence with the following imaging

parameters: TR = 200 ms; TE = 7.5 ms; matrix = 145

� 256� 115; and resolution = 100� 100� 100 mm3. The

total acquisition time for each image was 111 min. For

each mouse, baseline images (D – 1) were obtained

before the injection of contrast agent. The contrast-

enhanced MR images were obtained at 24-h (D + 1) and

72-h (D + 3) after injection. The day of injection with

the contrast agent was denoted as D + 0.

Magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent

HMON-abAb40 was used to target amyloid plaques in

the APP/PS1 transgenic mouse brain [14]. For the

administration of MRI contrast agent, the mouse was

anesthetized and the head of the mouse was fixed

carefully using a bite/ear bar on a stereotaxic frame. To

maintain a steady temperature, a heating pad was used

during the procedure. The HMON-abAb40 was injected

percutaneously into the cisterna magna using a 31-G

needle at a rate of 1 ml/min (8 ml).

Magnetic resonance image analysis

The brain skull was removed by manually drawing the

brain region for all images. A spatial normalization was

performed to ensure voxels’ correspondence between

different mice for voxel-based analysis. We used a time-

specific mouse template at D – 1, D + 1, and D + 3,

which was computed from the 14 mouse MR images in

our previous study [14]. The skull-stripped mouse brain

images were spatially normalized to the time-specific

mouse templates to avoid registration error induced by

the time-specific enhancement of the contrast agent.

To correct the voxels’ intensity differences across scans

obtained in different mice for the same time point, the

voxel intensity of each scan image was normalized [15].

This intensity normalization procedure was performed on

the spatially normalized images for all mice. First, all

spatially normalized images from 21 mice for each time

point were averaged to create time-specific average

images for each time point. Second, individual images

from the same time point were scaled to the global

mean intensity of the time-specific average image and
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The voxels’ MR signal intensity across the whole brain area for 21 mice before (a) and after (b) intensity normalization processing on D – 1, D + 1,
and D + 3.
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renormalized to time-specific average images using a

stochastic algorithm [16]. Stochastic normalization aims

to normalize the mean of Gaussian noise in the intensity

by maximizing the crossings of the noise fluctuations on

the one image with the time-specific average image [17].

Histology

For staining amyloid plaques, mice were killed after MRI.

Each mouse was perfused and its brain was removed for

fixation for 24 h. For thioflavin-S staining, the brain

sections were mounted on slides and stained with fresh

filtered aqueous 1% thioflavin-S solution. The thioflavin-

S-positive amyloid plaques were visualized under a

fluorescence microscope.

Statistical analysis

We carried out the Mann–Whitney U-test in a voxel-by-

voxel manner to assess the difference of voxels’ normal-

ized intensity between the two groups. Statistical

significance for an individual voxel was assumed at

P value less than 0.01 (uncorrected for multiple

comparisons) with a minimum cluster size of 50 voxels.

Results
Figure 1 shows an intensity distribution across the voxels

of the whole brain mouse before and after intensity

normalization processing on D – 1, D + 1, and D + 3.

We found the between-subject variability in MR signal

intensity from 21 mice (Fig. 1a). This between-subject

variability was reduced after intensity normalization

processing (Fig. 1b). Figure 2 shows the statistical group

difference maps between AD and WT mice on D – 1,

D + 1, and D + 3 (P < 0.01, uncorrected for multiple

comparisons). We did not find any significant changes

between the normalized MR signal intensities between

AD and WT mice on D – 1 (Fig. 2a). After the injection of

HMON-abAb40, we found a higher normalized MR signal

intensity in the left and right frontal cortex and the left

and right hippocampus of AD mice than WT mice on

D + 1 (Fig. 2b). We also found higher normalized MR

signal intensity in the right frontal cortex and the right

Fig. 2

Statistical group difference maps between wild-type (WT) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) mice on D – 1 (a), D + 1 (b), and D + 3 (c). Statistically
significant voxels are shown in red (AD > WT) at P < 0.01 (uncorrected multiple comparison).
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hippocampus of AD mice than WT mice on D + 3

(Fig. 2c). There were no significantly higher voxels in WT

mice than AD mice on D – 1, D + 1, and D + 3. Figure 3

shows statistical group difference maps between non-

treated and drug-treated AD mice on D – 1, D + 1, and

D + 3 (P < 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

There were no significant changes between nontreated

and treated AD mice on D – 1 (Fig. 3a). We found higher

normalized MR signal intensity in the left and right

frontal cortex and the right hippocampus in nontreated

AD mice in comparison with drug-treated AD mice on

D + 1 (Fig. 3b). We also found higher normalized MR

signal intensity in the left and right frontal cortex as well

as the left and right hippocampus in nontreated AD mice

when compared with drug-treated AD mice on D + 3

(Fig. 3c). There were no voxels significantly higher in

drug-treated AD mice than in nontreated AD mice on

D – 1, D + 1, and D + 3. We constructed overlapped maps

from two statistical difference maps (AD vs. WT and AD

vs. drug-treated AD) to test whether the hyperenhanced

voxels in AD mice correspond to the hypoenhanced

voxels after the treatment of AD mice on D + 1 and

D + 3 (Fig. 4). We found that the intensity of the

hyperenhanced voxels, detected by comparing between

AD and WT mice, was significantly reduced to a level

comparable with WT mice in specific brain regions of the

frontal cortex after the treatment of AD mice. These

changes were confirmed by thioflavin staining. In a

representative WT mouse, there were no amyloid plaques

in any brain regions (Fig. 5a), whereas in a representative

AD mouse we found small clustered amyloid plaques as

bright spots in the frontal cortex and the hippocampus

(Fig. 5b). After the treatment of AD mice, the number of

these amyloid plaques was reduced (Fig. 5c).

Discussion
In our previous study, we showed the feasibility of using

HMON-abAb40 for detecting amyloid plaques in AD

transgenic mice using a region of interest-based

Fig. 3

Statistical group difference maps between Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and drug-treated AD mice on D – 1 (a), D + 1 (b), and D + 3 (c). Statistically
significant voxels are shown in red (AD > drug-treated AD) at P < 0.01 (uncorrected multiple comparison).
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approach [14]. In the current study, we propose a voxel-

based approach for both detecting amyloid plaques and

monitoring therapeutic response, and the potential

usefulness of this method was tested using WT, AD,

and drug-treated AD mice. These results were confirmed

by thioflavin-S staining.

Previous studies showed voxel-based analysis of amyloid

plaques using PET [18] and MRI [13,19] in AD mouse

models, which mostly focused on detecting amyloid

plaques in the comparison of WT and AD mice. We

showed the feasibility of our voxel-based method as a

noninvasive imaging tool for detecting amyloid plaques to

show the regional differences between WT and AD mice

in the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus on D + 1 and

D + 3 and to evaluate the effects of therapeutic drugs by

comparing AD and drug-treated AD mice. The over-

lapped maps showed that specific cerebral cortex regions,

detected by comparing WT and AD mice, correspond to

those that show differences in comparing nontreated AD

and drug-treated AD mice.

In our experiment, we found that the spatial enhance-

ment patterns of contrast agent in the mouse brain were

similar among mice, but the enhancement amplitudes of

the contrast agent were variable among mice after the

direct injection of our contrast agent into the cisterna

magna. In Fig. 1a, for example, some mice (i.e. W_03, and

D_04) had higher intensity values over the whole brain

than other mice. After intensity normalization processing,

these mice had intensity values similar to those of other

mice. Their spatial enhancement patterns were also

similar to other mice as shown in Fig. 1b. Thus, to reduce

the variability of enhancement amplitudes between mice,

we performed global intensity normalization processing

before statistical group analysis.

For statistical group analysis, the determination of

optimal threshold value has been a major problem in

reducing the rate of false positives and false nega-

tives [20]. If a low threshold value is chosen, a large

extent of brain regions shows significance accompanied

by an increase in false-positive voxels. In this paper, we

Fig. 4
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chose an optimal threshold value of 0.01, eliminating any

significant difference between WT, AD, and drug-treated

AD on D – 1 (before the injection of contrast agent).

HMON was developed as a theranostic MRI agent with

the abilities of diagnostic imaging and capabilities

of delivering therapeutic agents [21]. We showed pre-

viously the potential usefulness of HMON conjugated with

an antibody for diagnostic imaging for targeting specific

tumor cells in vivo [22] and for targeting amyloid plaques

in vivo [14]. In this work, we showed the feasibility of our

voxel-based method in using the HMON-abAb40 contrast

agent as a noninvasive monitoring tool for evaluation of the

therapeutic response of a potential drug for AD.

Conclusion
We showed the potential of a voxel-based analysis for

imaging amyloid plaques and for monitoring therapeutic

response in AD mice using HMON-abAb40 as a

molecular imaging probe. This method allows us to

evaluate regional differences in amyloid plaques accumu-

lation in the AD mouse brain, which can be very useful for

drug development in AD. The current study also suggests

that, combined with drug loading in HMON or HMON-

abAb40, our proposed voxel-based method can lead to

new applications for the theranostic research field in AD.
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